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An eclectic mix of electronic music ranging in style from house to downtempo to hip hop to...well, you get

the picture 13 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: House, ELECTRONIC: Down Tempo Details: Welcome to

Cyberia... an eclectic place full of eccentricities; a place as diverse as the Earth itself. A place that derives

its energy, its inspiration, its power form one Source; and the primary purpose of this land is to experience

more of this power and give itself in truth to the continual worship of the Source thereof. At any given

time, the mood can change, the eccentricities display themselves. Nevertheless, the underlying themes of

puruit and worship remain, resulting in an intense desire for this land to open its gates and share this

Source with all who seek it. The door is open... Come and see. Thanks for checking out my debut CD,

Welcome to Cyberia! My name is Jonathan Barlekamp and I have an intense love and interest in music,

along with a more important intense love and interest in the LORD. By the blessings He has given me I

hope to share with you, through electronic music, the passion I have for worshiping Him. This album is

primarily instrumental in nature; there are some vocals, but mainly it is either good background music or,

if you're like me, you will enjoy listening closely to the varying beats, sweeping pads, and pulsing synth

leads. Songs range is style from the highly danceable, house-like Mercy Drops, to the cool, chilled out

Jazzy, to the smooth and serene Ph47. All listeners can appreciate this CD, regardless of beliefs. Make

no mistakes, I am a Christian and I make music with the intent to glorify God, but Welcome to Cyberia is

instrumental in nature and is easily enjoyable by all. On a more personal note, I am 23 years old and

married to a beautiful woman named Sarah. She plays with me in a worship band for the youth in our

church. We have a dog named Carrot (don't ask), and love watching X-Files when we're not making or

listening to music. Thanks again and please visit my website: welcometocyberia.com
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